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A powerful winning combination thats known to provide crazy results for our members! This collection

contains the following products: ATTRACTION MAGNETIZER 1 - CAUTION VERY POTENT MATE AND

LUCKY EVENTS 1.mp3 ATTRACTION MAGNETIZER 4- CAUTION VERY POTENT MATE AND LUCKY

EVENTS 3.mp3 GOOD LUCK EVOKER VERY POTENT.MP3.mp3 UNCANNY TIMING AND INTUITION

Elixir.mp3 See the testimonials on our site. Caution! These ones are strong! May be used with Rob's SLB

and an MP3 player for best results. Essentially what these freqs do, is entrain your overall state to super

optimize you for magnetizing lucky events, people and the opposite gender. You should notice a

BIZARRE increase in a sort of 'popularity' or a sudden increase in happy positive reception or friendliness

from other people, even people who might not normally respond well, or are typically neutral. Its highly

likely that you will also attract much more than average attention from the opposite gender. But use with

discretion as these frequencies tend to cause this sort of attention with limited selectivity, meaning you

may start getting attention from people you dont neccessarily want to or that arent neccessarily good for

you in the long run as well as possibly those who are, thats where you must be extra discerning and not

let the attention go to your head and make any poor choices. These freqs are meant to induce high

magentization within you. Im working on other freqs that will do something similiar but will more

specifically assist in the shaping of fulfilling outcomes from the magnetization. Likely both sets could

should work well together, the one set for magnetizing and the other for balancing or filtering that which is

magnetized. Also, note, that these freqs will likely seem to work extremely well and dramatically at

different times of the day than others and on different days as well.
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